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Abstract—The clock period of scan test is controlled by the
automatic test equipment (ATE) that runs the test at the fastest
possible speed without exceeding the power limit of the circuit
under test (CUT). The test program dynamically varies the clock
rate using pre-stored simulation data on power consumption. Test
time reduction of up to 50% is demonstrated, though greater
reductions may be possible.

For a given set of ATPG (Automated Test Pattern Generator)
test patterns the energy dissipated for each test clock cycle
varies with the amount of switching activity in the circuit.
Since the test clock is set by the peak allowable power for the
circuit the power dissipated during test may not always reach
the peak allowable power. Hence it is possible to increase
the frequency of the test clock for those cycle where the
switching activity is low. This method of clocking is termed
as ‘asynchronous clocking’ as opposed to the conventional
‘synchronous clocking’ for which the total scan test time,TT ,
is the product of the total number of test clock cycles,N , and
the clock period,T . The number of test cycle is [2]:

N = (ncomb + 2)nsff + ncomb + 4 (1)

wherencomb = number of combinational vectors, andnsff

= number of scan flip flops in the longest scan chain. Using
the available power simulation tools, we can find per cycle
energy,Ei, i = 1, N , peak energy,EMAX = maxNi=1

Ei,
total energy,ETOTAL =

∑N
i=1

Ei, and average energy,
EAVG = ETOTAL/N . Next, we analyze test time [1].

TEST TIME REDUCTION

Theorem 1. For given per cycle peak power, PMAX , the
minimum test time for a synchronous test is the ratio of total
energy to average power PAVG of the test:

TTSynch =
ETOTAL

PAVG

(2)

where PAVG = EAVG/T and T = EMAX/PMAX .

Theorem 2. For given per cycle peak power, PMAX , the
minimum possible test time is the ratio of total energy to the
per cycle peak power,

TTAsynch =
ETOTAL

PMAX

(3)

and this is achieved by asynchronous clock testing.

Figure 1 shows the SPICE simulated simulation of s298
ISCAS’89 benchmark circuit. ATPG generated scan tests

Fig. 1. Spice simulation of synchronous and asynchronous clock scan tests
of s298 benchmark circuit.

were applied using synchronous and asynchronous clocks,
respectively. Clearly, it is possible to reduce the test time
while keeping the power dissipation within the peak power
limit, which was 7mW. Table I gives the results for several
ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits. A reduction of 50% is
achieved for s713 peak to average energy ratio was high.

TABLE I
TEST TIME FORISCAS‘89 CIRCUITS IN TSMC 180NM TECHNOLOGY.

Circuit Per cycle Test time
name peak power Sync. clock Async. clock reduction

mW µs µs %

s298 0.08 21.01 13.46 36
s713 0.27 30.22 15.03 50

s13207 2.11 2220.0 1353.5 39
s384584 7.22 7422.6 5924.7 20

CONCLUSION

The era of low power devices mandates power constrained
testing, while high costs during wafer sort mandates reduced
test application time. In this work we have shown that it is
possible to reduce the test time by a ratio that is dependent on
the peak energy to the average energy dissipated during the
entire test. The work on implementing the proposed method
on an ATE is in progress at the Auburn University.
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